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The Will and the Wilds
"Eggs are yummy boiled, baked, or raw. There are many ways to
make an egg, but eggs are so lazy (gude gude in Japanese). Look
closely and you will see the eggs that you eat lack spunk"--

Simon's Cat: It's a Dog's Life
Dating is exhausting, so let's take a lighthearted approach to
exploring it with Gudetama, everyone's favorite grumpy egg! From
navigating first-date smalltalk to recovering from being dumped,
Gudetama is your guide to finding loveeven when you're lazy.
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The Best Sound in the World
The School for Good and Evil meets Dread Nation in this
subversive original graphic novel where race, history and magic
collide. When St. Ivory Academy, a historically white wizarding
school, opens its doors to its first-ever black student, everyone
believes that the wizarding community is finally taking its first
crucial steps toward inclusivity. Or is it? When Tom Token, the
beneficiary of the school's "Magical Minority Initiative," begins
uncovering weird clues and receiving creepy texts on his phone, he
and his friend, Lindsay, stumble into a conspiracy that dates all the
way back to the American Civil War, and could cost Tom his very
soul.

You Can Only Yell at Me for One Thing at a Time
The Sun: "Simply charming" Roy is a lion and a sound catcher. He
catches the sounds of the city and makes them into music, trying to
avoid the annoying attentions of his neighbor, Jemmy. Feeling like
his music isn’t good enough, Roy goes on a journey to find the best
sound in the world for inspiration. He hears the pitter-patter of the
rain in the forest, the wind whistling through the desert, and the
hustle and bustle of the souk at sunrise, but none of it helps—he
can’t decide which is the best sound. Just as he’s about to give up,
he hears a familiar voice . . . can Jemmy teach him that perhaps
there are lots of beautiful sounds, not just one, and that for Jemmy,
Roy’s music is the best of all? This gorgeous debut picture book is
a heart-warming tribute to the power of friendship.

Miss Popularity
Learn what Dotty, the multi-colored leopard, does in her spare time,
or what Gilbert, the giraffe, eats for breakfast. Filled with pictures
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of these big-eyed beauties, this guidebook is perfect for anyone
starting their own colorful collection.

Butt Wars: The Final Conflict
From the award-winning author of Princess Princess Ever After and
The Tea Dragon Society comes Aquicorn Cove, a heartfelt story
about learning to be a guardian to yourself and those you love.
When Lana and her father return to their seaside hometown to help
clear the debris of a big storm, Lana remembers how much she’s
missed the ocean—and the strong, reassuring presence of her aunt.
As Lana explores the familiar beach, she discovers something
incredible: a colony of Aquicorns, small magical seahorse-like
creatures that live in the coral reef. Lana rescues an injured
Aquicorn and cares for it with the help of her aunt, who may know
more about these strange creatures than she's willing to admit. But
when a second storm threatens to reach the town, choices made
many years ago about how to coexist with the sea start to rise to the
surface. Lana realizes she will need to find the strength to stand on
her own, even when it means standing up to the people who she has
always relied on to protect her.

Malo and the Merry-Go-Round
While patrolling his territory, Simon’s Cat dips into the lives of the
many dogs in his neighbourhood, including crazy poodles, a
lovestruck bulldog and a pack of mischievous puppies. With
characteristic style and wit, Simon Tofield’s brilliantly observed
illustrations capture the comical capers of different dog breeds, and
some a-meow-sing encounters with their feline counterparts.

Wet Moon Vol. 1
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What would happen if Catbug had some hoverpants? Everything
would get SO CRAZY! Eat spacemallows, wear hats on your feet,
and learn how to play dodgeball the right way. Find out what over 4
million people who watched the Catbug episode of Bravest
Warriors are talking about. Bravest Warriors' writer, Jason Johnson,
wrote all new lines, while illustrator Alyssa Smith drew Catbug in a
bold new style. Catbug is voiced by beloved Bravest Warriors'
voice actor, Sam Lavagnino. Everyone loves Catbug! Each of the
10 original books in the series feature hilarious one liners that you
can’t stop quoting. Collect them all! Frederator Loves You!

I Am Pusheen the Cat
Who is Pusheen? This collection of oh-so-cute kitty
comics—featuring the chubby, tubby tabby who has taken the
Internet by storm—will fill you in on all the basics. Things you
should know about Pusheen. Birthday: February 18 Sex: Female
Where she lives: In the house, on the couch, underfoot Her favorite
pastime: Blogging, sleeping Her best feature: Her toe beans Her
favorite food: All of them Pusheen is a pleasantly plump cat who
has warmed hearts and tickled funny bones of millions worldwide
with her signature GIF animated bops, bounces, and tail wiggles.
Now, Pusheen is ready to make the leap from digital to print in her
first comic collection! Learn what makes her purr and find out why
millions of people have already fallen in love with this naughty,
adorable kitty. Featuring some of the most popular stories from
Pusheen’s Tumblr and Facebook pages (plus a healthy serving of
never-before-seen material), I Am Pusheen the Cat is a treat for cat
lovers and comics fans alike.

Vampirella / Dejah Thoris TPB
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The Quotable Winston Churchill
Aquicorn Cove
From the bestselling author of Quiet Girl in a Noisy World and
Book Love comes a funny and adorable collection of comics about
married life. From choosing a movie and sharing (or not sharing)
dessert to snoring (naturally) and knowing when someone needs a
cup of tea and a cozy blanket, Happily Ever After is the perfect gift
for anyone in a relationship. The comics in Happily Ever After &
Everything In Between may be inspired by Debbie Tung’s marriage
to her extrovert husband, but any couple can relate to increasingly
relaxed anniversaries and slowly seeing more of each other’s weird
sides. Happily Ever After humorously captures what everyday love
looks like—both the sweet moments and the mundane—making it a
fitting gift for weddings, anniversaries, and Valentine’s Day.

Gudetama: The Talking Lazy Egg
The encounter that was destined to happen! When an alien scout
ship crashes on Mars, Dejah Thoris must risk reigniting war with
the Green Martians and becoming dinner for the white apes. But the
stakes are raised so much higher when the ship is revealed to carry
Vampirella, who is on a desperate mission of survival-one that
might end before it truly begins!

Long Story Short
This tiny tome featuring a faux leather binding with embossed type
and illustration is filled with Winston Churchill's biography, his
most inspirational quotes, and excerpts from some of his most
famous speeches.
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Ultimate Collector's Guide (Beanie Boos)
Why bother getting out of bed when you could stay bundled up with
that special someone and a book of cozy, cute comics. From the
author of the bestselling Little Moments of Love comes Snug, a
collection of comics that perfectly captures the honest, playful, and
relatable snapshots of romantic life. Chetwynd’s second book has
the same charming and inviting style as her first and includes 50
percent new, never-before-shared comics. Snug is a celebration of
the quirks and peculiarities of every one of us—and the magic that
happens when we find our matching puzzle piece.

Clueless: Lessons on Love, Fashion, and Friendship
The ninth book in the bestselling series tells the story of John
Wesley Powell, the one-armed geologist who explored the Grand
Canyon John Wesley Powell (1834–1902) always had the spirit of
adventure in him. As a young man, he traveled all over the United
States exploring. When the Civil War began, Powell went to fight
for the Union, and even after he lost most of his right arm, he
continued to fight until the war was over. In 1869 he embarked with
the Colorado River Exploring Expedition, ten men in four boats, to
float through Grand Canyon. Over the course of three months, the
explorers lost their boats and supplies, nearly drowned, and were in
peril on multiple occasions. Ten explorers went in, only six came
out. Powell would come to be known as one of the most epic
explorers in history! Equal parts gruesome and hilarious, this latest
installment in the bestselling series takes readers on an actionpacked adventure through American history.

The House Mate
The stinky scoundrels from international bestsellers THE DAY MY
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BUTT WENT PSYCHO! and ZOMBIE BUTTS FROM URANUS!
are back--and determined to wipe away the earth! Zack Freeman
(and his butt) have twice saved the world from total reek-dom. But
now the young butt-fighter faces his nastiest challenge yet:
Hundreds of thousands of Great White Butts attacking the earth
with giant brown blobs are about to cause Buttageddon. In order to
stop them, Zack will have to hitch a ride in a time-traveling
buttmobile, back to the reign of the prehistoric buttosaurs. Can Zack
battle the Tyrannosore-arses, juggle a giant arseteroid, and put the
butts-gone-bad back in their place? Or will the entire world be
abutterated?

The Fall of Innocence
Mainline pure Hell Was Full in this eye-scractchingly hilarious
collection, complete with the infamous alt text and an illogical
amount of brand new material. A group of raccoons gnaw on God’s
severed head; a man brags to his friend about driving a Transformer
out of its own funeral; a toaster revolts against its master. These are
just some of the scenes in the pitch-black world of Hell Was Full,
the popular webcomic that blends the bleak and the absurd into a
delicious dadaist cocktail.

Tales of the Smiths
For fans of Gudetama, this adorable talking figurine is the perfect
addition to any desktop. Meet Gudetama -- everyone's favorite lazy
egg with the can't-be-bothered attitude. This one-of-a-kind kit
includes a 3" talking Gudetama figurine with a retractable bacon
blanket to activate the sound and a mini sticker book. Sound clips
include: "leave me alone"; "don't care"; "so lazy"; "meh"; "can you
not?"; "please don't"; "okay okay"; "please stop."
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Hello Kitty Crochet
'Girls should never be afraid to be smart.' Emma Watson The Spice
Girls knew it way back in the day, and we still know it: girls rock.
Who run the world? Rebel girls, that's who. This book is perfect for
any time you're in need of a shot of wisdom to remind you that
independent women kick ass. With quotes from Oprah, Malala
Yousafzai, Beyonc, Tina Fey, Amy Poehler, Michelle Obama,
Adele, Caitlin Moran and many more, this book lets the world hear
us roar.

Hell Was Full
WORLD DOMINATION. That's the goal for ZIM, the Irken
invader stationed on Earth. But even an Irken as talented, beloved,
and humble as ZIM occasionally has trouble getting his plans off
the ground. It's those stupid humans. And especially the stupidest
human of all, Dib. Explore four hysterical stories of ZIM's greatest
plots to take over the world. Whether he's disguising himself as a
hot new artiste, making double-crossing deals with pants aliens, or
getting too distracted by TV to unleash his greatest and most
terrifying creation, ZIM always has a plan. And it's definitely not
his fault if it goes wrong.

Gudetama Mini Writing Set
An all-new edition of the first book in Sophie Campbell's critically
acclaimed original graphic novel series, WET MOON! With brand
new covers designed by cartoonist Annie Mok (SCREEN TESTS)
and special extras in the back, this edition is perfect for longtime
fans and new readers alike!

Sgt. Rock
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Tales of The Smiths is a comic book retelling of the band members'
teenage years, before the group was famous, and includes
fascinating digressions about their influences (the New York Dolls,
Nico, Sex Pistols, NY punk, Patti Smith, etc.) and the times in
which they grew up. The story reaches its climax with the meeting
of Morrissey and Marr, the formation of the band in 1982, and their
first gig as The Smiths. With an introduction by Simon
Wolstencroft, the former drummer of The Fall and Patrol, and
following Omnibus bestsellers GodSpeed: The Kurt Cobain
Graphic and Gabba Hey! The Graphic Story of The Ramones, this
new addition will captivate fans of graphic novels and The Smiths
alike.

Doomboy
Turn an everyday favourite into an edible centrepiece with more
kawaii creations from Little Miss Bento, Shirley Wong. Following
the success of her first cookbook, Kawaii Bento, Shirley shares
fresh ideas in this second book for making deco sushi that are not
only a feast for the eyes, but for the palate as well. Prepare these
amazing deco sushi to brighten any table, bento box or picnic
basket, and rope in children and guests to join in the fun! With
illustrated step-by-step instructions to guide beginners and
innovative recipes to excite experienced cooks, this book is suitable
for cooks of any skill level.

Happily Ever After & Everything In Between
The Lovely Bones meets Thirteen Reasons Why in this gorgeous,
haunting, and tragic novel that examines the crippling--and farreaching--effects of one person's trauma on her family, her
community, and herself. For the past eight years, sixteen-year-old
Emilia DeJesus has done her best to move on from the traumatic
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attack she suffered in the woods behind her elementary school.
She's forced down the memories--the feeling of the twigs cracking
beneath her, choking on her own blood, unable to scream. Most of
all, she's tried to forget about Jeremy Lance, the boy responsible,
the boy who caused her such pain. Emilia believes that the crows
who watched over her that day, who helped her survive, are still on
her side, encouraging her to live fully. And with the love and
support of her mother, brother, and her caring boyfriend, Emilia is
doing just that. But when a startling discovery about her attacker's
identity comes to light, and the memories of that day break through
the mental box in which she'd shut them away, Emilia is forced to
confront her new reality and make sense of shifting truths about her
past, her family, and herself. A compulsively-readable tragedy that
reminds us of the fragility of human nature. Praise for The Fall of
Innocence * "Sanchez deftly shows the long-lasting impact of the
assault. . . . An intimate and tragic look at how traumatic incidents
affect individuals, their families, and others around them." --Kirkus
Reviews, STARRED REVIEW * "Sanchez writes with stunning
detail, showcasing the beauty that can be found in small moments,
in family interactions, in nature, and in seemingly everyday objects.
. . and illustrates how a trauma like Emilia's has widespread
effects." --School Library Journal, STARRED REVIEW "Emilia's
inner world both captivates and devastates." --Publishers Weekly
"Internal and contemplative, [this novel's] haunting quality lingers."
--Booklist

The Tea Dragon Society
From the bloody beaches of Normandy, to the muddy forests of the
Vosges Mountains, a cut-off company led by Sgt. Rock is joined by
Johnny Cloud and the Haunted Tank as they battle for their lives
behind enemy lines against a force ten times their size.
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Invader ZIM Best of World Domination
Eggsistential Thoughts by Gudetama the Lazy Egg
A spellbinding story of truce and trickery from the Wall Street
Journal bestselling author of The Paper Magician series. Enna
knows to fear the mystings that roam the wildwood near her home.
When one tries to kill her to obtain an enchanted stone, Enna takes a
huge risk: fighting back with a mysting of her own. Maekallus's
help isn't free. His price? A kiss. One with the power to steal her
soul. But their deal leaves Maekallus bound to the mortal realm,
which begins eating him alive. Only Enna's kiss, given willingly,
can save him from immediate destruction. It's a temporary salvation
for Maekallus and a lingering doom for Enna. Part of her soul now
burns bright inside Maekallus, making him feel for the first time.
Enna shares Maekallus's suffering, but her small sacrifice won't last
long. If she and Maekallus can't break the spell binding him to the
mortal realm, Maekallus will be consumed completely--and Enna's
soul with him.

Gudetama
". . . romantic and pure comics that set our hearts on fire.” ––
GEEK.COM As seen on The Daily Dot, Engadget, Pride, i09 and
more, the Dream Daddy comics are now collected in a trade
paperback! Oni Press presents Dream Daddy, a comics series based
on the acclaimed Game Grumps visual novel video game! Dream
Daddy: A Dad Dating Simulator invites the player to Maple Bay,
where they play as a single Dad new to town and eager to romance
other hot Dads. The comic series tells five standalone stories, each
focused on different Maple Bay Dads, their kids, and their
relationships with one another. Dive into entirely new stories
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featuring the backstories and adventures of your favorite Dads, told
by game co-creators Leighton Gray and Vernon Shaw, along with
the comic industry's top indie talent like C. Spike Trotman, Josh
Trujillo, and Kris Anka!

Gudetama's Guide to Life
From the award-winning author of Princess Princess Ever After
comes The Tea Dragon Society, a charming all-ages book that
follows the story of Greta, a blacksmith apprentice, and the people
she meets as she becomes entwined in the enchanting world of tea
dragons. After discovering a lost tea dragon in the marketplace,
Greta learns about the dying art form of tea dragon care-taking from
the kind tea shop owners, Hesekiel and Erik. As she befriends them
and their shy ward, Minette, Greta sees how the craft enriches their
lives--and eventually her own.

The Black Mage
Literature is long. Comics are short. Does Proust get you down? Do
you find The Unbearable Lightness of Being simply unbearable? Is
The Inferno your own private hell? Do you long to be conversant
about classics like Moby Dick, the Bhagavad Gita, Madame
Bovary, and, um, Twilight? Bestselling illustrator Lisa Brown (The
Airport Book; Baby, Mix Me a Drink) did her homework. Long
Story Short offers 100 pithy and skewering three-panel literary
summaries, from curriculum classics like Don Quixote, Lord of the
Flies, and Jane Eyre to modern favorites like Beloved, The Brief
Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, and Atonement, conveniently
organized by subjects including “Love,” “Sex,” “Death,” and
“Female Trouble.” Lisa Brown’s Long Story Short is the perfect
way to turn a traipse through what your English teacher called “the
canon” into a frolic—or to happily cram for the next occasion that
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requires you to appear bookish and well-read.

Gudetama Card Game
A strong believer that cooking should be easy and enjoyable,
Shirley Wong, also known by her online avatar, Little Miss Bento,
shares how you can put together attractive and tasty bento boxes
with ease and lots of fun! Follow Shirley’s simple step-by-step
guide and craft everyday foods such as rice, bread, eggs, cheese,
fish cakes, sausages, carrots and cucumbers into various forms,
from your favourite animals and characters to a memorable holiday
scene. Make every day a treat with a personalised bento box!

Kawaii Deco Sushi
From Sanrio, who brought you Hello Kitty, Gudetama the Lazy Egg
returns with a guidebook to living life to the almost fullest. In
Japanese, when you're lazy, you are referred to as gude gude.
Gudetama (tama from "tamago," egg in Japanese) is the lazy egg.
Gudetama likes soy sauce and being left alone. Sometimes,
Gudetama wonders if we are born only to suffer. Each page of this
book is kind of packed with helpful lessons, inspiring quotes and
mind-blowing advice that will have you laying around like an egg
in no time! And all of it comes straight from the yolk of a
Gudetama!

Kawaii Bento
Hello Kitty Crochet is all about cute: the whimsical world of Hello
Kitty and her Sanrio friends meets the Japanese art of amigurumi, or
crocheted dolls. With easy-to-make patterns for adorable characters
and accessories, Hello Kitty Crochet allows you to make all your
favorites, new and old, from Badtz-Maru and My Melody to Pekkle,
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Purin, and Little Twin Stars. Whether you’re a seasoned crocheter
or have never picked up a hook, you’ll find helpful tips and howtos for creating kawaii crafts. It’s the perfect way for crafters and
cuteness lovers alike to celebrate the 40th anniversary of Japan’s
most famous kitty.

Catbug: If I Had Some Hoverpants
When her father's job moves them from Texas to Maine, Cassie,
who is known as Miss Popularity at her Texas school, discovers that
the students at her new school are prim and proper and do not find
her very likeable.

Snug
It's a beautiful day and Malo has promised to help his best friend
Poto make pickles. But when Malo hears there's a new merry-goround in the forest, all bets are off. Abandoning Poto, he rushes
through the forest, ignoring a boar in need of help, snapping at a
cuckoo, and smooshing a dung beetle's dung. When he finally finds
the merry-go-round, Malo realizes that riding alone would be no fun
at all. Lucky for Malo, his friend Poto not only forgives him, but
also helps him set his other wrongs right with the forest animals.
This delightfully offbeat tale, set in a whimsical forest of giant
mushrooms and towering trees, teaches the importance of saying
"I'm sorry," forgiveness, and friendship.

Major Impossible (Nathan Hale's Hazardous Tales #9)
The perfect Valentine’s Day or anniversary gift: An illustrated
collection of love and relationship advice from New Yorker writer
Patricia Marx, with illustrations from New Yorker cartoonist Roz
Chast. Everyone’s heard the old advice for a healthy relationship:
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Never go to bed angry. Play hard to get. Sexual favors in exchange
for cleaning up the cat vomit is a good and fair trade. Okay, not that
last one. It’s one of the tips in You Can Only Yell at Me for One
Thing at a Time: Rules for Couples by the authors of Why Don’t
You Write My Eulogy Now So I Can Correct It: A Mother’s
Suggestions. This guide will make you laugh, remind you why your
relationship is better than everyone else’s, and solve all your
problems. Nuggets of advice include: If you must breathe, don’t
breathe so loudly. It is easier to stay inside and wait for the snow to
melt than to fight about who should shovel. Queen-sized beds, kingsized blankets. Why not give this book to your significant or
insignificant other, your anti-Valentine’s Day crusader pal, or
anyone who can’t live with or without love?

Dream Daddy
Sanrio and Oni Press join forces to bring Aggretsuko to comics for
the first time! Aggretsuko, the hit Netflix show in production for
season three, stars Retsuko the Red Panda, a young office worker
stuck in a thankless job, whose only stress release is singing death
metal at the local karaoke joint. With the help of her friends, can
she ever find the job satisfaction she craves - - not to mention
adventure, the approval of her mother, and even love?! These
comics explore all these issues and more, brought to life by today's
top talent!

Girl Power
Black and white illustrations on lining papers.

Aggretsuko
Quick tips, quotes, and full-color photos highlight this fabulous gift
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book inspired by the classic teen comedy Clueless (1995). Learn
how to navigate the world with life lessons inspired by the most
glamorous high-schooler in Beverly Hills, Cher Horowitz, her BFF
Dionne, new pal Tai, and the entire crew from the greatest teen
comedy of the '90s, Clueless. This mini book is filled with advice,
quick tips, and quotes on dating, fashion, friendship, giving back,
and so much more -- all illustrated with full-color photos from the
movie throughout.
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